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Search for
UM provost
down to 1
candidate
The University of Montana’s
search for a new provost has
been narrowed to one candidate,
said Dan Dwyer, search commit-
tee chair and UM vice president
for research.
Dick Pratt, the founding dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Clarkson University
in New York, is making a second
visit to UM next week, Dwyer
said.
“It’s an opportunity for us to
get to know him a little better,
and for him to get to know us a
little better,” Dwyer said.
The provost and vice presi-
dent for academic affairs is the
second-highest ranking official
at UM. The position requires
hands-on involvement with aca-
demic planning and oversight
for all academic departments at
UM.
Pratt will visit with student
leadership and attend a recep-
tion at UM President George
Dennison’s house when he visits
UM on Feb. 22 and 23, Dwyer
said.
William Fritz, UM’s other
provost candidate, is no longer
under consideration, Dwyer
said.
Missoula’s average annual tem-
perature has increased almost 2
degrees Fahrenheit over the past
50 years, and scientists expect this
temperature increase to double
over the next 50. 
“There’s no reason to believe
that these trends will slow down.
None,” said Dr. Steve Running of
the Montana Climate Office and
an ecology professor at UM. “In
fact, we think we’ll be lucky if
they stay at the rate they are,
because everything we know
about CO2 production is that it is
accelerating, so if anything these
climate trends will go faster.”
Although the annual world tem-
perature is also rising, it has risen
a degree Fahrenheit over the past
100 years, rather than 50, accord-
ing to a recent document released
by the Intergovernmental Panel of
Climate Change.
On Feb. 2, the IPCC released a
report, written by hundreds of sci-
entists from 130 countries, on the
science of global warming. It was
reviewed by thousands of other
climate scientists, hundreds of
government agencies and opened
for public review. Due to this high
level of scrutiny, the document is
widely regarded as the most
authoritative summary of what the
global community knows about
global warming.  
According to the report, the
earth is warming and human out-
put of carbon dioxide is the cause.
It also stated that by the end of the
century, global temperatures could
rise by 3 to 7 degrees Fahrenheit.  
This temperature increase has
already affected Montana drasti-
cally and will continue to do so,
said Running, who authored part
of the IPCC’s next report, to be
released on April 5.
Montana is already seeing its
snow melt two to three weeks ear-
lier than in 1950.  Snowfall itself
has decreased 6 to 22 inches as
well over that span. In Montana,
wildfires greater than 1,000 acres
have increased six-fold in the last
40 years, partially due to the lack
of snowpack, Running said.
2006 was the warmest year on
record for Missoula and it also had
the second-lowest snowfall,
Running said.
So what do these current climate
trends say about Missoula’s future? 
Prof warns of local climate change
Sex Smells
Near the end of her term as gov-
ernor, Judy Martz appointed Kala
French to the Montana Board of
Regents, a student some regarded
as more concerned with politics
than with the University System,
current regent Clayton Christian
said.
“We need to work on higher
education issues, not political
issues,” Christian said.
Christian said current student
regent Heather O’Loughlin has
done just that. O’Loughlin, a
third-year law student, said her
time on the board has “been a
wonderful experience,” focusing
on “issues that are important to
students.”
Of the seven members of the
Montana Board of Regents, only
one is a student – and her term
expires in June of this year. The
next day, a new law may limit stu-
dent regents to one year of service,
with an option to apply for reap-
pointment.
Currently working its way
through the Montana Legislature,
House Bill 260 limits “the student
regent to a one-year term.” The
bill is receiving bi-partisan sup-
port, Christian said.
O’Loughlin is not the reason the
Legislature is looking into the
New student regent may face term limit
ANNE KAZMIERCZAK
MONTANA KAIMIN
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See CLIMATE, Page 4
See REGENT, Page 16
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
Beth Gordon, left, sniffs for womanly pheromones on Jessica Andrews’ wrist after she put on Basic Instinct, a perfume that allegedly drives men wild with desire, on
Monday evening in Craig Hall.  The girls were attending Pure Romance, a party where a trained consultant shows women different sex toys and pleasurable perfumes and
lotions that add spice to a sex life.
THE PICTURE BEYOND THE FRAME
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
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letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107
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Editorial
Dennison should consult 
instead of leading by decree
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest
columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns
should be about 700 words. Please include  contact
phone number when submitting letters and guest
columns. Please e-mail both to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off
in Journalism 107.
Stop a minute before firing up that iPod. Ever think
about where these slick music machines come from?
According to reporting by Kathleen McLaughlin (a
University of Montana alum) in the San Francisco
Chronicle, they’re made in a factory in Shenzhen,
China. Foxconn, the company contracted by Apple,
employs 16- to 25-year-old migrant workers here to
assemble them. They earn as little as $72.50 per
month, working six to seven days a week.
It’s possible to do this in China, the dragon of the
East that consumes 50 percent of the world’s con-
crete and is using its massive workforce to turn a
recently infantile economy into a Frankenstein-ian
terror.
If this still seems a bit distant, consider that in
addition to your college loans and credit card bills,
along with every American, you presently owe China
$1,172.75. China holds $350 billion in U.S. Treasury
bonds. In trading goods like iPods, America imports
from China $162 billion more than it exports. The
rules of this game suit China dandily for now – the
country is happy for the opportunity to pull its new
weight in international markets. But it is quite feasi-
ble to imagine a future in which China stops accept-
ing America’s promises of payment and instead
demands a reversal of the trade tides. The iPod facto-
ries could well cross the pond.
But concerns over China’s trade are only important
insomuch as this income funds a Chinese brand of
political ideology that poses great danger to the
world. After Sept. 11, President Bush called on the
world to rein in terrorists in all corners of the globe.
China was all too happy at the suggestion. They
immediately declared nationalist groups in the west-
ern province of Xinjiang terrorist organizations.
Beijing suddenly had international approval to crack
down on dissent. The label “terrorist” proved terribly
convenient.
Five and a half years later, China’s suppression of
opposition continues unabated. Last week, an Uighur
political activist, Ismail Semed, was shot for his
alleged attempts to “split the motherland.” Chinese
officials asserted that he was part of the East
Turkistan Islamic Movement, one of four groups in
Xinjiang province that Beijing considers terrorist
organizations. A month earlier, Chinese police raided
a “terrorist camp” in Xinjiang linked to the same
group, killing 18 and arresting many more.
For Beijing, these deaths are just a drop in the
bucket. London-based Human Rights Watch esti-
mates that the Chinese judiciary system executes
10,000 people every year.
Disturbing as these domestic affairs are, China is
most dangerous when it carries these policies to the
international diplomacy table. On Jan. 12, China
joined Russia and South Africa in vetoing a U.N. res-
olution to urge the military government of Burma
(Myanmar) to release political prisoners and loosen
its control of the country.  China argued that the inter-
nal affairs of Burma were none of the international
community’s business. The U.N., after all, was creat-
ed to protect international peace and security, it said.
China has applied the same logic to other states
that are notorious abusers of human rights. China’s
rationale is not complicated. Knee deep in quelling
rebellion in Tibet and Xinjiang, Beijing has no inter-
est in promoting international norms that encourage
international prying into what it considers matters of
domestic sovereignty. Russia, with its campaign in
Chechnya, is the same. These two U.N. veto-wield-
ers can take much of the credit for the organization’s
impotency in promoting and protecting human rights.
America must stop stepping around the dragon in
the East. The world order is compromised when
countries have the capability to seal their borders to
the scrutiny of the international community. Now is
the time to start talking tough to China, while
America still has economic authority.  As in knight-
hood mythology, it is only with honor that one can
spar with a dragon.
– Jacob Baynham is a senior in print journalism.
THE PICTURE BEYOND THE FRAME: 
Time to address the Dragon in the corner
Peter Drucker, an author of how-to books on managing peo-
ple, once said “Management is doing things right; leadership is
doing the right things.” The quote has special relevance here at
the University of Montana, especially for President George
Dennison.
Last week, Dennison did the right thing by holding a forum
with student, faculty and staff leaders to explain and defend his
proposed ethics code for UM. He wasn’t required to do so;
Dennison can institute the ethics code regardless of what any-
one thinks. But since the code applies to everyone at UM, giv-
ing people a chance to sound off about it was only fair.
But Dennison also did the wrong thing last week when he
announced a change in the requirements for graduate students.
The change, which requires graduate students to take a mini-
mum of three credits per semester after they have finished their
coursework but are continuing to work on their theses, will cost
in-state graduate students about $500 per semester and out-of-
state students almost three times that.
The problem with Dennison’s announcement is that he made
it without even notifying, let alone consulting, many people
affected by the change. In fact, Dennison didn’t even notify the
Graduate Council – the body charged with promoting, review-
ing and evaluating graduate programs at UM. Instead, its mem-
bers didn’t know until they saw a story about the announcement
in last Thursday’s Kaimin.
That evening, the Faculty Senate unanimously adopted a res-
olution to hold off on the change in requirements until it can be
properly debated. Senators worried that the change may prevent
students from completing their graduate studies and that it may
drive prospective graduate students away. The announcement
blindsided them, and they wanted more time to discuss it.
It isn’t the first time Dennison has made such a big decision
without consulting the wider campus community, either. In
December, he announced that winter session would be discon-
tinued in favor of a shorter winter break and a longer summer.
After fierce opposition from the faculty, Dennison reversed his
decision. He said he did so after seeing higher winter session
enrollment numbers that he hadn’t seen before deciding to ax
the three-week term.
The spirit of a university is one of debate. Dennison should
act in accordance with that spirit and be consultative when mak-
ing decisions with such great effect and reach. He doesn’t need
to have a public forum on every issue, but he should at least dis-
cuss and notify those significantly affected before issuing
decrees. It’s the ethically right thing to do.
And that’s what this boils down to: People in leadership posi-
tions need to allow those under them to have input in decisions
with wide-ranging effects. It’s the difference between manage-
ment and leadership, and it’s something Dennison needs to
remember.
– Peter Bulger,
editor
UM officials need
to get priorities
straight
Let me get this
straight: last month
George Dennison tried,
and failed, to buy a half-
million dollar golf course.
Fine.  And ASUM wants to build a 2,000 seat addi-
tion to Washington-Grizzly Stadium, even though
less than 40 percent of the seats will be available for
UM students.  Great.  When the money is there, I’m
all for spending it.  But where are our priorities?  
Citing heating costs and a drain on faculty,
Dennison also recently tried, and failed, to do away
with winter session.  Now, he’s attempting to coerce
a ‘timely’ graduation from graduate students by
requiring them to take a minimum of three credits –
even if they don’t need them.  Evidently these stu-
dents, too, are a drain on UM’s resources.  I had no
idea that students could be such a hassle for a univer-
sity.  It seems I was under the mistaken impression
schools exist for their students.  How wrong I must
have been.
Even more disappointing than Dennison’s plan to
get rid of one-credit students is David Strobel’s sup-
port of that plan.  As Dean of UM’s Graduate School,
I thought Strobel was supposed to be looking out for
the students’ best interests.  Once again, I couldn’t
have been more wrong. 
Let me just write Strobel’s statement here, so we’re
all on the same page: “What we really want students
to do is take a full load so that if they delay their
degree, it’s costing them more money.”  Thanks.  I
really felt that my $8,000 a semester wasn’t enough,
and I needed a reason to graduate.  Thanks to your
motivation, Dave, now I know I’ll graduate on time.
ASUM, despite their less-than-admirable proposed
addition to Washington-Grizzly, has been trying to
find ways to make school more affordable for stu-
dents.  I suggest that, rather than buying golf cours-
es, Dennison and Strobel do the same. 
-Marty Byrne,
Graduate Student
Department of Geography
Letters 
to the 
editor
www.montanakaimin.com
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has
committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
Wednesday, February 14, 2007
www.montanakaimin.com
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K a i m i n
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Jed Nussbaum 
freshman, journalism
Q1: Brussell sprouts. They’re gross!
Q2: I dunno. You got a really good thing going with those
pants.
Elise Phelps
freshman,  pre-pharmacy
Q1: Hike the “M” naked.
Q2: Hike the “M” naked.
Bret Robinson
sophomore, biology
Q1: I don’t think I’d cross the continent. Plane tick-
ets are expensive.
Q2:  You can draw a card. Draw a little stick figure
of you saving her from a burning house or something.
Caitlin Finley
freshman, fine arts
Q1: Sell out.
Q2: Dress up like a girl.
Casey Drummond
sophomore, English
Q1: A lot.
Q2: You look great! You got the scarf thing going on and
your red pants. There’s not much more you can do, in my
eyes.
Jess Kally
freshman, political science
Q1: I wouldn’t run a marathon. I wouldn’t run a
marathon for anything!
Q2: Run around in a Speedo around the Oval.
Carmen George
freshman, journalism
Q1: I would not live in L.A. or eat toe jam.
Q2: You could sing a stellar serenade and actually
appreciate the heart boxers your girlfriend gives you.
Ryan Thompson
freshman, journalism
Q1: Vote Republican.
Q2: Anything that’s not illegal in the Net.
A great man named Meatloaf once bellowed “I’ll
do anything for love, but I won’t do that.”
Q1: What won’t you do for love?
Q2: What can I (me, Mike Gerrity) do 
for love?
Happy Valentine’s Day
Love, Around the Oval
If the current temperature trends
hold, the Missoula Valley will
likely be snowless by sometime
between 2060 and 2080, Running
said.
Although there is little being
done currently by the federal gov-
ernment to curb our carbon diox-
ide output, Running said. States
such as California are attempting
to pass laws requiring that vehi-
cles have higher gas mileage stan-
dards.
Voting for officials who “have
the guts to tackle an issue as big as
global warming” is perhaps the
most important thing a college
student can do to help lessen our
impact on global warming, he
said.
“I’d like to
hope that (col-
lege students’)
generation will
do something
about this issue
through vot-
ing,” Running
said. “My gen-
eration hasn’t
done too well,
but hopefully yours will be more
insightful.”
CLIMATE
Continued from Page 1
Steve Running
Kaimin Pickup Lines
1: Do you no how much a polar bear weighs? ...
Just enough to break the ice.
2: I once had this monkey...wow you’re hot.. but I had to
give it to the zoo.
3: My name is Peter Bulger. I’m the editor of the Kaimin.
Here’s my business card.
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Buried beneath two of Missoula’s favorite bars, 100years of history and a decade’s worth of dust liethe remnants of the Montmartre Café and the
Jungle Club. Unused for years, a representative of the new
owner said there are plans to renovate and lease the space,
possibly as soon as this summer.
The building on the corner of West Main and Ryman
streets that is now home to the Rhinoceros and the Missoula
Club was known for the first half of the century as the
Missoula Hotel. Built in 1891, the hotel was the finest in
Missoula.
When prohibition ended in 1933, the Montmartre Café
and Jungle Club were built into the basement of the hotel.
A mixture of art deco and art modern, the cafe and club
were known for their multicolored mirrors that lined the
dining room, hardwood dance floors, fine dining and secre-
tive booths in the back where couples would swoon roman-
tically.
“When it was in operation, it was considered the nicest
restaurant and bar in Missoula,” said Jeff Stevens, the
owner of the building between 1971 and 1989.
Stevens said the downstairs was last open to the public on
New Year’s Eve 1970, shortly before he bought the build-
ing.
When Stevens owned the building he used the basement
for private events, installing a tap behind the bar, refurbish-
ing the dance floor and the mirrors overhead, and bringing
in a professional-sized pool table.
In the 15-odd years since he sold the building, both the
outer façade and the downstairs deteriorated so much that
Stevens said, “I don’t even want to go back; it would just
make me sad to look at it.”
However, just last April the building was sold to the
Historic Missoula Hotel LLC.
Steve Wall, a representative for the company, said the
family has roots in the Montana railroads and wants to
restore the building to its original style to preserve the rail-
road history.
The plans do not involve demolishing the building or
evicting any of the current tenants, Wall said.
As well as restoring the building, Wall said the company
plans to lease the basement so that it can once again be used
as a bar.
The company, Wall said, is excited to restore the
Missoula Hotel’s history of railroads and entertainment to
the Missoula downtown. 
Story by Miller Resor Photos by Kevin Hoffman
New lease on life for historic building
The Missoula Hotel, once the finest
in town, is getting a renovation
under new owners
Top left: Signs lead patrons through a labyrinth of halls and rooms from the Ryman Street entrance at the Rhino to the former club downstairs. Top right: Originally installed in 1933 after prohibition, multicolored, coffin-shaped crystal mirrors still line the walls of
the former Café Montmartre and Jungle Club. Bottom left: One of the former club’s unused bars collects dust towards the back of the basement.  The space is used infrequently except periodically by five Missoula bands that practice there with permission from the
management. Bottom right: The original Café Montmartre design on the walls can be seen where the plaster has been chipped away.  The cafe was decorated with a mixture of art deco and art modern in the 1930s. 
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Bringing rabid Christianity to MCAT
There is only one show on local cable
during which you can see a man with a
mohawk and clad in a leather jacket recite
a holy prayer, denounce the U.S. govern-
ment and play with a toy power drill as if it
were a laser, all within a few minutes of
each other.
He is known only as “Rabid Dog the
Punk Rocker” on his controversial
Missoula Community Access Television
show, “The Awful Truth About Society.” In
person, he only gives the name Emmett. He
never reveals his full name because of his
regular criticisms of the United States gov-
ernment on the air, he said.
“We don’t live in a free society,” Emmett
said. “We live more like they do in ‘1984.’
If you condemn the government on TV you
can have the ATF at your door.”
In addition to many documentaries and
some guest appearances he has on his
weekly show, Emmett also frequently
includes some of his own experiences in
his weekly monologue. In an episode from
1995, he recalls how he was denied service
at a Holiday gas station when a cashier
turned him away because his mohawk 
didn’t match the photo on his identifica-
tion.
“All I can say is the stores and the insti-
tutions in Missoula and around the country
are becoming fascist machines for the gov-
ernment to destroy every single freedom
we have,” Emmett said. “All I wanted was
a beer. All I wanted to do was get a blasted
beer.”
With an intense amount of energy and
deep conviction in his values, Emmett’s
show regularly features a heavy dose of his
personal commentary, as he is usually seat-
ed between a crucifix and an anarchy sym-
bol spray-painted on a sheet of cardboard.
On the show, Emmett makes a point of
clashing two cultures that are rarely paired
together: fundamentalist Christianity and
punk rock. As such, he said he not only
believes that Sept. 11 was an “inside job”
committed by the U.S. government, but
also that homosexuality is a hell-worthy
trespass.
“I’m not for homosexuals getting beat
down or beat up then run over, but I do not
believe we should support what they are
doing. It’s not even natural,” Emmett said.
Raised Catholic since the age of 10 in his
hometown of Tucson, Ariz., Emmett exper-
imented with other images before cement-
ing his current punk persona.
“I used to be a hippie before I was a punk
rocker. I used to have long hair and a long
beard. At 4B’s they made me cut my hair
and beard and then I didn’t have much of
an identity,” Emmett said.
All it took for him to cross the 
degenerate bridge was a scene from the
movie “Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home,”
in which Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock
encounter and eventually Vulcan nerve-
pinch a loud and rowdy punk rocker on a
bus in San Francisco.
“Maybe that got me into punk at first. A
part of that resonated with me all these
years,” Emmett said.
Christian Ackerman, who is the educa-
tion director for MCAT and occasionally
assists Emmett with technical matters on
his show, said that the controversy he gen-
erates brings him more viewers.
“He’s really strong with his comments
and that’s what makes it popular,”
Ackerman said. 
Although punk rock and fundamentalist
Christianity make strange bedfellows, the
two have more in common than many care
to admit, particularly when discussing
them as organized institutions, Emmett
said.
“Punk is semi-organized,” Emmett said.
“Punks hang out with other punks and go to
punk shows. I know a lot of punk rockers
see punk rock as a rejection of Christian
morality. Not for me. I see it as a rejection
of society but not of Christianity.”
One of his most fiery grievances with the
world is his objection to scholastic stan-
dards of behavior, especially regarding the
way students are told to dress and behave.
In school, Emmett said he often found
himself a target of his teachers and admin-
istrators for his behavior. In one incident,
he was punished for playing with a power-
drill toy like it was a laser.
“They didn’t like that. They put me in
special-ed because they thought it was
weird and my singing about the washing
machine behaviors were weird. I’d fire my
power watch during the fire drill and they
thought I was having misbehavior prob-
lems for that and they would take me to
therapists. For what? Being myself?”
Though he believes some mental 
illnesses, such as schizophrenia, are very
real, he said autism, ADD and ADHD are
purely invented to sell pills like Ritalin,
which he was prescribed in his youth.
“In school nowadays I feel so sorry for
the kids,” Emmett said. “We have a right to
be ourselves and be who we wanna be
instead of psychiatrists and social workers
and teachers telling us how to behave and
act all the time.”
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Emmett, or Rabid Dog the Punk Rocker as he’s known on his MCAT program, describes his issues with the different categories of
mental illness. Emmett’s show airs on Wednesdays at 10:30 p.m. 
www.montanakaimin.com
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It’s in the pocket
Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin
Mary Hayes films as John Goodin taps the ball in the pocket at the UC Game Room Tuesday night. Six 
students are producing a two-minute film about a girl beating a guy at pool for a media arts class.
Roadside bombs in Iraq
contain Iranian material
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) –
The top U.S. military officer said
Tuesday the discovery that road-
side bombs in Iraq contained
material made in Iran does not
necessarily mean the Iranian gov-
ernment was involved in supply-
ing insurgents.
The comments by Gen. Peter
Pace, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, called into question
assertions by three senior U.S.
military officials in Baghdad on
Sunday who said the highest lev-
els of Iranian government were
responsible for arming Shiite mil-
itants in Iraq with the bombs,
blamed for the deaths of more
than 170 troops in the U.S.-led
coalition.
White House spokesman Tony
Snow said Monday he was confi-
dent the weaponry was coming
with the approval of the Iranian
government. On Tuesday, Snow
said Pace’s comments do not con-
flict with those of the senior mili-
tary officials or the White House.
Pace told reporters in the
Indonesian capital, Jakarta, that
U.S. forces hunting militant net-
works in Iraq that produced road-
side bombs had arrested Iranians
and some of the materials used in
the devices were made in Iran.
“That does not translate that the
Iranian government per se, for
sure, is directly involved in doing
this,” Pace said. “What it does say
is that things made in Iran are
being used in Iraq to kill coalition
soldiers.”
On Monday, Pace said he had
no firm knowledge that the
Iranian government had sanc-
tioned the arming of the insur-
gents.
“It is clear that Iranians are
involved, and it’s clear that mate-
rials from Iran are involved, but I
would not say by what I know that
the Iranian government clearly
knows or is complicit,” Pace told
the Voice of America.
Iran denied it gave sophisticated
weapons to militants to attack
U.S. forces.
“Such accusations cannot be
relied upon or be presented as evi-
dence. The United States has a
long history in fabricating evi-
dence. Such charges are unaccept-
able,” Foreign Ministry
spokesman Mohammad Ali
Hosseini told reporters in Tehran.
CHRIS BRUMMITT
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Above: A vibrating, life-like dildo, the “Thunder Vibe,” excites freshmen Megan Malcolm, left, Cristina Robledo and Megan Nikata at a Pure Romance Party in Craig Hall. Pure Romance parties are exclusively held for women to learn specifically about what lotions,
perfumes, dildos and other sex toys are designed for. Below: Freshman Amanda Barker experiments with “Flipper,” a vibrating, jelly-like bullet.
You’ve come a long way, baby…
The following information was taken as part of research from “The
Technology of Orgasm: Hysteria, the Vibrator, and Women’s Sexual
Satisfaction,” by Rachel Maines.
• Vibrators were born in the late 19th century as a treatment for a
common diagnosis called “hysteria.” Vibrators began as a technolog-
ical breakthrough or upgrade from common sexual therapies like
hydrotherapy, which involved shooting jets of water at the genitals
until orgasm was achieved. Hydrotherapy and vaginal massage as
therapy for ailments exist back to ancient Greece. 
• In 1902, Americans brought their favorite medicine home when
Hamilton Beach (you know, the company that probably made your
toaster or iron) introduced a hand-held version of the doctor’s office
apparatus. The vibrator, which was about the size of most modern
blow-dryers and didn’t look much different, came complete with
changeable attachments. By 1917, more Americans owned vibrators
than toasters.
• In the 1920s, early pornography and sexual-behavior research
identified the vibrator in a perhaps more truthful light. The effect
pulled vibrators out of doctors’ offices and ended what Maines calls
the “social camouflage” of vibrators as professional medical instru-
ments. It would not be openly marketed as a device of sexual pleasure
until the 1970s.
Kaimin reporter gets first-hand look at pleasure
toys at Craig Hall Pure Romance party
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So there I was, sitting on the floor of a Craig Hallstudy lounge, trying not to blush and wishing thecinnamon-flavored lubricant I’d just sampled on
my left wrist would stop burning.
In front of me was a big basket o’ plastic penis. I sup-
pressed a laugh by swiping on more bubble gum-flavored
lip balm with a phallic-shaped party favor on the end of my
pen. 
“I think I’m in love,” said a girl to my right as she turned
up the speed knob of the blue B.O.B., ball bearings spin-
ning slyly under a sheath of blue, spongy silicone.
Forget diamonds; apparently B.O.B is a girl’s best friend
this Valentine’s Day. 
B.O.B., or Battery-Operated Boyfriend, was just one of
the new friends I and about 30 other female University of
Montana students made at Craig Hall’s Pure Romance
party. 
For those of you who don’t know, Pure Romance is the
tongue-in-cheek answer to Tupperware, Mary Kay or
Pampered Chef parties that have arguably become just as
popular. 
A Pure Romance party is kind of like the first kegger you
lied to your parents about to attend: You feel a little nerv-
ous, a little curious and for some reason you’re paranoid
you might get caught. But at the same time you’re having
the time of your life being a little bad. 
Perhaps the most refreshing thing about the items at a
Pure Romance party is that you can tell they were designed
for women by women, which is why the parties are exclu-
sive to women.
Despite my deceivingly Catholic origins, I’ve been
through a porn shop or two in my time. The vibrator and
dildo collections at such shops, not to mention the video
collections, can range anywhere from hilarious to intimidat-
ing. For example, finding a copy of “Harry Twatter”: amus-
ing. Finding an 18-inch double-headed rubber penis deco-
rated in flames … makes me a little nervous. Call me a
prude. 
The apparatus and products available at a Pure Romance
party, however, are a little more every-woman friendly.
Each dildo and vibrator passed around the crowd looked
like something Barbie would use while Ken was out of
town. No room for intimidation and nothing to be too
ashamed of. 
But it’s not all B.O.B.s and burns in a bottle for sale at
Pure Romance. 
Some items, our consultant argued, also benefited
women’s health, like Ben Wa balls. Apparently, Wa balls
can help strengthen vaginal and bladder muscles when
inserted into the vagina and held there. Put simply, ladies,
they keep you tight. And your OB/GYN apparently recom-
mends it. 
Despite the lack of men present at the party, I couldn’t
help but notice that there was nevertheless a male presence.
Many of the products were designed for women to entice
men, which wouldn’t be surprising except that the under-
tone of Pure Romance’s credo seems to say, “Look what
you can do without him.”
There were also a variety of items to make anything from
actual sex to foreplay easier to swallow … literally. 
Case in point, the only product that actually disturbed
me, predictably called Great Head. Great Head is a flavored
numbing agent that prevents a woman’s gag reflex when
performing oral sex. Just what women need: one more way
to restrain a natural reaction because it’s more convenient
for the guy in question. Yippee. 
And then there was Basic Instinct. No, no one saw
Sharon Stone’s vagina. Basic Instinct is a perfume highly
laced with pheromones to bring out one’s “natural scent”
and allegedly drive men wild with desire. The perfume
smells differently when applied to different people, which
isn’t necessarily as cool as it sounds. 
Some girls’ pheromones smelled like cookies. Another’s
smelled like apple pie. My pheromones smelled lame, pre-
dictably like the spicy floral scent you might wear to
church. I was hoping for something edgier. No wonder I’m
single — even my pheromones are disappointing.
And the attendees’ thoughts were never far from the men
in their lives.
“If I brought this home, my boyfriend might cry,” one
said of a silver-bullet vibrator.
“This stuff makes me taste like Smarties,” another said of
the Dust Me Pink edible powder. “That’s the way to a man’s
heart right there.”
I suppose it’s no wonder some men are intimidated by the
idea of women preferring B.O.B.s to the “real thing.” It
kind of has the same effect as that first date with the seem-
ingly perfect guy: You’re probably not in love, but you
think you are … if only for 10 minutes.
Top: A group of women eagerly look through all of the sexual product samples Pure Romance sells.  Above left: Pure Romance consultant Dawn Fisher, 32, turns back to her booth to grab another product to pass
around to the group of more than 30 girls. Fisher has worked part time for one year as a consultant. “I get to meet a lot of neat women,” Fisher said. Above right: A bucket full of dildos and vibrators will soon be
empty as the consultant passes them around individually for women to look at closely.
Story by Chandra Johnson Photos by Ashley McKee
BEIJING – A hard-won disar-
mament pact that the U.S. and
four other nations struck with
North Korea on Tuesday requires
the communist nation to halt its
nuclear programs in exchange for
oil while leaving the ultimate
abandonment of those weapons
projects to a potentially trouble-
filled future.
In a sign of potential problems
to come, North Korea’s state news
agency said the country was
receiving 1 million tons of oil for
a “temporary suspension” of its
nuclear facilities – and failed to
mention the full disarmament for
which the agreement calls.
It wasn’t clear if the report rep-
resented an attempt by the govern-
ment to backtrack on the deal, or
was simply a statement of bluster
for a deeply impoverished domes-
tic audience that Pyongyang has
rallied around the nuclear program
as a cause for national pride.
And by tackling so many issues
in a process likely to take years,
the deal could unravel, pulled
apart by differing agendas of its
six signers, which also include
China, South Korea, Russia and
Japan.
“We have a lot of work to do,”
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State
Christopher Hill told reporters.
“It’s certainly not the end of the
process, it’s really just the end of
the beginning of the process.”
Nevertheless, the agreement
marks a turnabout for North
Korea, which rattled the world
only four months ago when it test-
ed a nuclear device. If Pyongyang
follows through with its promises,
they would be the first moves the
communist state has made to scale
back its atomic development since
it kicked out international inspec-
tors and restarted its sole operat-
ing nuclear reactor in 2003.
“These talks represent the best
opportunity to use diplomacy to
address North Korea’s nuclear
programs,” President Bush said in
a statement. “They reflect the
common commitment of the par-
ticipants to a Korean Peninsula
that is free of nuclear weapons.”
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon “strongly welcomes” the
deal as “the first practical stage
towards a non-nuclear peninsula,”
said his spokeswoman, Michele
Montas.
Ban, who had been deeply
involved in the six-nation talks as
South Korea’s foreign minister
last year, “is encouraged that this
constructive effort by the interna-
tional community can eventually
result in strengthening the global
non-proliferation regime,” Montas
said. He “urges the participants to
make every effort to sustain the
current positive momentum and
ensure that this accord is imple-
mented as agreed.”
Robert J. Einhorn, a former
State Department official who vis-
ited North Korea with then-
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, said Americans should
applaud the agreement, but he pre-
dicted it would come under heavy
questioning from both the right
and the left.
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The University Center’s tropical
gardens provide a certain warmth
for students rushing in from the
frigid February air, yet most
remain unaware of whose green
thumb is responsible for the UC’s
exotic atrium.
Soft-spoken, but also outspo-
ken, Kelly Chadwick, the UC gar-
den supervisor, has passionately
tended to the UC interior and exte-
rior gardens for 24 years. She will
receive the Dennison Staff Award
for Distinguished
Accomplishment at Thursday’s
Charter Day ceremony.
“It’s a nice honor,” Chadwick
said, adding she’s a little embar-
rassed about having to speak pub-
licly at the reception.
UC director Candy Holt,
Building Services director Roger
Strobel and pharmacy professor
Dr. Rustem Medora all submitted
nominations to the Alumni
Association in praise of
Chadwick’s accomplishments.
Chadwick’s pleasant demeanor
has won the hearts of her col-
leagues and acquaintances alike.
The campus staff members that
see Chadwick watering plants
each week at the law school and
Lommasson Center insist she’s
great, regularly coming to her for
plant advice.
Through three building renova-
tions, Chadwick has advocated for
the space and sunlight UC gar-
dens, and strives to protect the
other gardens around campus. The
recent construction on campus,
such as the building of Don
Anderson Hall, has created preser-
vation problem areas, causing her
to speak out.
“I’m pretty much for the preser-
vation of trees,” she said.
Chadwick said her resume
includes bringing more exotic
plant species into the Atrium gar-
dens as well as creating a cedar-
hemlock habitat on the east side of
the Natural Sciences building.
Chadwick is vice president of the
Montana Native Plant Society, and
said society members have volun-
teered their time to help her with
the habitat project. 
Chadwick contributes the pro-
duce from her vegetable and herb
garden next to the UC to Dining
Services and the Poverello Center,
and worked with Medora in plant-
ing a medicinal plant garden.
Medora brings students to visit the
garden several times a year, he
said. 
“Our visits to the garden are
always an imposition on Kelly’s
time, but with a smile, she enthu-
siastically digs into our discus-
sions,” Medora said. 
Chadwick didn’t graduate with
a horticultural degree. Rather, she
received a liberal arts degree from
Eastern Oregon University.
Chadwick’s green thumb didn’t
appear until she moved to
Missoula 28 years ago and began
working at The Earth Jar, a local
plant store. There, she learned
about tropical plants and worked
as a supplier for the UC garden
supervisor at the time, Eugene
Beckes. In 1983, the UC hired
Chadwick as garden supervisor
with Beckes’ recommendation. 
Chadwick said she serves on the
Campus and Facilities Arboretum
Subcommittee, which “supports
the planning, development and
protection of the Montana State
Arboretum.” She also serves on
the Integrated Pest Management
Committee and the Sustainable
Campus Committee.
Chadwick said she refuses to
use toxic chemicals on any of the
gardens and uses bio-control tech-
niques for pest control.
Michelle Adam, a senior fine a
rts major who has worked under
Chadwick for almost a year, said
Chadwick, “understands how all
the different plants work and their
individual needs.” She added that
Chadwick has everything she
needs for the job, both botanical
knowledge and the ability to work
well with others.
“She really cares about what she
does, and does a great job repre-
senting UM,” Adam said.
Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin
Kelly Chadwick, UM’s garden supervisor, waters a Hibiscus plant in the entrance to the law school
Tuesday afternoon. Chadwick has been at UM for about 24 years and was nominated to receive the
Dennison Staff Award for Distinguished Accomplishment this Thursday.
UC gardener keeps campus green
ASHLEY ZUELKE
MONTANA KAIMIN
ALEXA OLESEN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
N. Korea to abandon nuclear weapons program for oil
Montana 
Kaimin
says:
“If I had a garden
I’d put my two lips
and your two lips
together.”
 
TOP 15 SONGS 
TO MAKE LOVE TO 
ON VALENTINE’S DAY
(IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER)
“Can’t Help Falling In Love” – Elvis Presley
“When You Say Nothing at All” – Alison Krauss
“I’ll Be Your Lover, Too” – Van Morrison 
“I Will Always Love You” – Whitney Houston
“When a Man Loves a Woman” – Percy Sledge
“Sexual Healing” – Marvin Gaye 
“My Heart Will Go On” – Celine Dion
“Can You Feel the Love Tonight” – Elton John
“Whenever I Call You ‘Friend’” – Stevie Nicks 
and Kenny Loggins
“Take My Breath Away” – Berlin
“Wonderful Tonight” – Eric Clapton
“Open Arms” – Journey
“Hero” – Enrique Iglesias
“Leaving on a Jet Plane” – John Denver
“I’d Do Anything for Love (But I Won’t Do That)” 
- Meat Loaf
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TOP 15 SONGS FOR 
SINGLES 
ON VALENTINE’S DAY
(IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER)
“You Oughta Know” – Alanis 
Morissette
“50 Ways to Leave Your Lover” – Paul Simon
“Smile” – Lily Allen
“Since You Been Gone” – Kelly Clarkson
“Survivor” – Destiny’s Child
“Positively 4th Street” – Bob Dylan
“Hit the Road Jack” – Ray Charles
“Every Rose Has Its Thorn” -  Poison
“99 Problems” – Jay-Z
“You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling” – The Righteous 
Brothers
“Free Your Mind” – En Vogue
“I Will Survive” – Gloria Gaynor
“She Hates Me” – Puddle of Mudd
“Don’t Worry About Me” – Joey Ramone
“Broken Wings” – Mr. Mister
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Festival brings 100 documentaries to Missoula
Four years ago, a local documentary film festival
drew a small buzz by showing a handful of films by
regional and national directors. Now in its fourth
year, the Big Sky Documentary Film Festival has
grown both in size and reputation. 
Thanks to partnerships with documentary heavy-
weights HBO Documentary Films and Discovery
Networks, the festival offers much more to its audi-
ence than any previous festival.
Of the 100 films being shown, 30 are world or
North American premieres, including the locally
filmed “Montana Meth,” which will be shown free of
charge Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Wilma Theatre. 
“I’m more excited about this year than any year
before,” said Doug Hawes-Davis, the festival’s pro-
gramming director. “There are great films at every
hour of the day for the entire week (of the festival).”
Among the notable major documentaries being
shown are “Jesus Camp,” an Oscar-nominated film
about young Christians attending an Evangelical
camp in North Dakota; “The War Tapes,” an account
of Operation Iraqi Freedom filmed by soldiers in the
midst of the fighting; “Jonestown: The Life and
Death of Peoples Temple,” about the followers of Jim
Jones’ Peoples Temple and, subsequently, the largest
mass suicide/murder in history; and “Can Mr. Smith
Get to Washington Anymore?” a look into the 2004
Missouri Democratic primary to replace Dick
Gephardt. The latter three were short-listed for Oscar
nominations.
But the festival isn’t limited to political and histor-
ical commentary. “F*ck” features the thoughts of
such celebrated cursers Ron Jeremy, Alanis
Morissette, Kevin Smith, Hunter S. Thompson and
Ice-T on the infamous “f-word” and how the word,
despite its obscenity, still finds its way into so many
aspects of our culture. “Paving the Way,” made in
five days as part of the International Documentary
Challenge, documents the grass-roots effort of skate-
boarders to build their own skatepark, despite laws
prohibiting skateboarding in public places. 
Hawes-Davis said there are two showings that will
probably sell out quicker than the others.
The first is “Reel Paradise,” a 35 mm print film by
Steve James. The film follows indie-film maven John
Pierson and his wife on a yearlong adventure to Fiji,
where they ran 180 Meridian Cinema, a free movie
theater for island locals. James, who also directed
1994’s critically acclaimed “Hoop Dreams,” will
attend the showing and answer questions about the
film afterward.
The second is Les Blank’s “Works-In-Progress,”
featuring as-yet incomplete films “Butch Anthony”
and “Being There.”  After showing the films, Blank
will host a discussion of the films, taking suggestions
on how to finish the pieces. This showing will be
especially interesting to media arts and radio-TV stu-
dents, Hawes-Davis said.
“Both of these are going to be shown in the smaller
theater,” he said. “So I think they’ll be real quick to
sell out.”
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tickets go on sale Wednesday morning. All films are playing at the Wilma Theatre. Single  screening
tickets are available for $5 for a matinee or $7 for an evening showing. A five-screening pass is avail-
able for $30, good for any five showings during the weeklong festival. An all- screening pass is $100
and a VIP all-access pass that includes access to all after-show parties is available for $150.
The first showing is at 10 a.m. Thursday. For more ticket info, call (406) 541-FILM. 
A detailed schedule of showings is available at www.bigskyfilmfest.org
Cambodians hunt for unexploded bombs in documentary
Nearly half a century of conflict
with numerous countries has left
the country of Cambodia in
Southeast Asia riddled with pover-
ty and unexploded munitions.
Financially destitute locals have
sought to combat both problems
by searching out and dismantling
bombs and mines on their own.
That’s the gist of the stunning
76-minute documentary
“Bombhunters,” set to hit
Missoula this Thursday at 12:30
p.m. at the Wilma Theatre as part
of the Big Sky Documentary Film
Festival kick-off. 
Producer/director Skye
Fitzgerald balances the past and
present components of this story
masterfully, creating a film far
removed from the anti-U.S. senti-
ments of documentaries like
Michael Moore’s “Fahrenheit
9/11.” 
“Bombhunters” opens with the
unnerving image of a Cambodian
man hunched over piles of scrap
metal, hammer pounding fiercely
against a rusty, dirt-encrusted
bomb. In the following sequence,
a group of men remove a 400-
kilogram bomb from a crater and
–– over three days –– proceed to
diffuse it. The pay off for risking
life and limb? About 87,000 riels,
or $21.75 American. But scrap
metal pays the bills more effec-
tively than farming.
Scenes of young boys probing
riverbanks with sticks for unex-
ploded ordinance are interspersed
with brief interviews with
Cambodian and American offi-
cials concerning the history of the
situation.
“Between 1968 and 1973, over
20 million bombs, cluster muni-
tions and landmines were dropped
on Cambodia,” boasts Fitzgerald’s
documentary. 
Though it was President
Richard Nixon and the role of the
U.S. in the Vietnam War that start-
ed the problem in 1968, Fitzgerald
is quick to point out that Russia,
China and Thailand (to name a
few) have played an equal part. 
Far from targeting the U.S. as
the cause of Cambodia’s strife, the
film points to the government
takeover by the radical Khmer
Rouge in 1975 as the source.
Roughly one to three million
Cambodians perished between
1975 and 1979 while under the
Khmer Rouge regime. 
Brutal descriptions of bomb-
hunting injuries come from the
mouths of friends and relatives.
Roughly 200,000 to 500,000
Cambodians were killed during
American carpet bombings
between 1968 and 1973. But the
deaths haven’t stopped. And tears
are still shed for individuals like
Pon Lok, a young boy who
worked in the K5, the world’s
largest landmine belt, before los-
ing his right hand to unexploded
ordinance. 
As one Cambodian puts it on
camera, “The bombs used to hunt
for us, but now we hunt for the
bombs.” 
Among the lineup in this year’s
film festival, “Bombhunters” is a
must see lesson in history and
third world turmoil.
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
“Bombhunters” is playing at the Wilma Theatre
at 12:30 p.m. Thursday with a $5 admission.
Kaimin Arts:
Arts is going through a real tough breakup with Kaimin
Sports. Arts doesn’t really want to talk about it.
M o n t a n a  
K a i m i n
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‘Good Thing’ shows harsh side of meth use
Meth is the word this weekend at Montana
Rep Missoula, as the downtown-based theater
colony brings Jessica Goldberg’s play “Good
Thing” to the Crystal Theatre on Higgins.
Under the direction of Rosie Ayers, the cast
of “Good Thing” humanizes onstage the drug
scourge and speaks to the complexities of
human dependency in two separate but inter-
connected plotlines. 
“This particular play I felt was very perti-
nent,” Ayers said. “Not only the issues of
addiction, but there are a lot of relatable issues
with human interactions.” 
The dominant storyline of “Good Thing”
follows Dean, the young, smart and hardwork-
ing husband of pregnant, recovering meth
addict Mary. Setting aside his own ambitions,
Dean, played by Grant Olson, struggles work-
ing 40 hours a week to support Mary and his
crank-head brother, Bobby.
Stress soon begins to take its toll on Dean.
Personal aspirations and obligatory devotion
wage an internal war, taking Dean and those
he loves through scenes of physical and emo-
tional outbreak. 
“We just go on such a roller coaster here,”
Olson said.
While Dean fights his inner demons and
rekindles romance with past love Liz (Kelly
Olson), Mary battles both her addiction and
her isolation. 
Mary, played by UM alumnus Nicki Poer,
spends much of the time locked in her bed-
room to prevent her drug habit from resurfac-
ing. Her only company when Dean is away is
Bobby (Justin Fell), whose constant meth use
prevents him from even cooking dinner for
her.
“It’s about addiction and addictive person-
alities and having something to cling to in
desperate situations,” Poer said.
To accurately portray meth users, the cast of
“Good Thing” researched the issue. 
“We spoke to some people who have done
meth and have been addicted to meth,” Poer
said. 
Goldberg weaves this story together with
another about a 20-year marriage slowly frac-
turing under the weight of distrust and irra-
tionality. John and Nancy Roy (Chris Torma
and Teresa Waldorf), counselors in the local
public school district, are unable to have chil-
dren. The resulting void drives a wedge
between them. Nancy also wrestles with the
memory of John’s past brushes with depres-
sion, alcoholism and adultery. 
When the pressures of raising a child in a
drug-infested environment become too fright-
ening for Dean to handle, Liz suggests the
group seek help from John, who is their for-
mer high school counselor.
The final scene brings all of the play’s talent
together for an emotional, chaotic and, at
times, exceedingly lengthy confrontation that
demonstrates the power of collaboration
among these local actors. 
“You have to trust each other so much in
this one with the things flying around and the
emotions,” Olson said.
Ayers said she’s enjoyed watching
Goldberg’s play get up on its feet and having
life breathed into its text.
“Although the subject matter is very chal-
lenging and the material is very challenging,
it’s gone quite well,” she said.
With “Good Thing,” Montana Rep Missoula
has once again succeeded at bringing quality
theater to downtown Missoula. And in a nation
rocked by meth addiction and marital difficul-
ties, Goldberg’s piece speaks on behalf of the
people who don’t always realize their dreams. 
Welcome to a special edition of Internets! With love in the air, the staff
here at Kaimin Arts felt it was only fitting to track down some sites and
sounds about … well, not love, but good ol’ rejections and breakups.
Basketball + Proposal =
Public humiliation. 
Go to www.youtube-
.com and search “funny
wedding proposal.”
Some people hate their
roommate, but only a spe-
cial breed creates a Web
site for pranks they’ve
pulled on one. 
Go to www.prankvote-
.com and watch video No.
6, “MSN Dumped.”
Embrace your inner-goth
(or evil side) and head over
to www.grouphug.us, where
you can confess your prob-
lems and things you’ve
done wrong, or read some-
one else’s.
Have something worth viewing on the Internets? Send your suggestions to
editor@kaimin.umt.edu, subject: Internets!
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Montana Rep Missoula’s “Good Thing”
Feb. 13-18, Crystal Theatre 8 p.m. 
Tickets $10 Tuesday-Thursday and Sunday; $15 Friday and Saturday
Mature Audiences: Contains strong language and brief nudity
Kaimin Arts:
Does Kaimin
Sports ever talk
about us
anymore? 
It’s not that we
care, but...
Is Kaimin Sports
seeing anyone
new?
Again, we don’t
care, but...
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin 
Justin Fell puts his head to Nicki Poer’s stomach during the Montana Rep Missoula production of “Good Thing”.  Poer
and Fell play methamphetamine addicts in the production; while Fell is still on the drug Poer is both pregnant and
recovering.  
Play 
Information:
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Very few students at the
University of Montana have
schedules as jam-packed as that of
UM freshman Jessa Linford.
Linford is a full-time student ath-
lete. 
Very full-time.
On top of her 16 credits as a
pre-journalism major, the person-
able Linford is a redshirt freshman
forward on the Lady Griz basket-
ball team, as well as a high jumper
for UM indoor track and field.
“I’d say just the hardest part is I
have to get up every morning and
go all the way until 7 o’clock at
night,” Linford said. “It’s just kind
of wearing on the body and mind.
But it keeps me busy. Keeps me
out of trouble.”
The 6-foot-1-inch Linford
spends her mornings, twice a
week, working on her high jump
technique with UM assistant track
coach Brian Schweyen. Her after-
noons are dedicated to condition-
ing, weightlifting and practicing
with the rest of the Lady Griz. In
addition, at least two evenings are
tied up each week with basketball
games. As a redshirt – meaning
she practices but doesn’t play in
the games, maintaining four more
years of eligibility – Linford said
that she travels with the team
when she doesn’t have a track
meet.
“We have little free time as it is
just doing basketball,” UM sopho-
more forward Britney Lohman
said, “so I can’t actually imagine
going on bus trips with them (the
track team) and then practicing
with us the next day.
“It’s a huge commitment just
playing basketball, let alone
throwing track in there, too.”
A three-time state champion in
high jump for Seeley-Swan High
School in Swan Lake, Linford was
recruited by other schools – such
as Boise State and Brown
University – exclusively for track,
but coach Robin Selvig and
Montana were the only takers for
basketball.
“When in my junior year, coach
Selvig called me, it was kind of a
surprise. I was like, ‘Wow, people
are looking at me?’” Linford said.
“There is so much prestige behind
the Lady Griz and coach Selvig. It
was just such an honor. Being in
this program is so amazing.”
Even after committing to the
Lady Griz, however, Linford
knew she wasn’t ready to quit
track all together.
“I was actually hoping the track
coaches would ask me to do it,”
she said.
Schweyen’s wife, Shannon, is a
Lady Griz assistant, and he and
Linford agree that helped the situ-
ation.
“I think (Shannon’s) husband
wanted me to do track,” Linford
said. “She kind of had the soft spot
for letting her husband take me
into track.”
In Linford’s first track meet on
Feb. 2-3 in Moscow, Idaho, she
placed second in the high jump
with a personal best jump of 5-
foot-6-inches, topping her highest
high school mark by a full inch.
With that score she became the
team’s leading high jumper and
earned a berth in the Big Sky
Conference Championship meet.
The meet is scheduled for Feb. 23-
24, and since the Lady Griz will
be on the road at Northern
Colorado, Linford will participate
in it. 
“We are thrilled to have her out
for the team,” said UM track and
field head coach Tom Raunig.
“We feel like she’s stepped in and
truly blended right in to the team
and has been able to contribute
right away.”
Schweyen and Selvig recalled a
handful of female athletes that had
played basketball and competed in
track, but not too many.
“She’s talented enough to be a
two-sport athlete,” Schweyen said
of Linford. “A lot of good basket-
ball players aren’t quite good
enough in track and a lot of good
track athletes aren’t good enough
to be basketball players.”
Initially, when she decided to
compete in two sports, Linford
said, there were skeptics.
“My dad was a little worried.
He was like, ‘You know you went
to college to be a basketball play-
er,’” she said. “Now that I’ve kind
of gotten into track and they (her
parents) see I’m still concentrating
on basketball they’re extremely
supportive.”
Schweyen called Linford “raw”
but with great “explosion” and
“motor skills.”
Selvig said he expects Linford
to contribute to the Lady Griz pro-
gram in a big way in years to
come.
“She’s a good athlete, obvious-
ly, because she’s pretty good in
track,” Selvig said. “So we’re
hoping she develops and becomes
a good player for us.”
In future years, due to basket-
ball obligations once she loses her
redshirt status, Linford will give
up indoor track. She will, howev-
er, still compete during the out-
door season.
Linford said her teammates in
both sports have been extremely
supportive of her double efforts.
“Maybe that’s why I’m doing
both sports,” she said, “because I
like the team thing a lot. But then
again it’s really nice to be in track
and see yourself individually
progress and to push yourself indi-
vidually. That’s what I love about
both sports. I guess I’m just
lucky.”
According to Lohman, the
lucky ones are fans of the Lady
Griz and UM track and field who
get to watch Linford grow over
the course of her Griz career.
“She’s obviously just ridicu-
lously athletic. She’s got great
skill and just wants to be out there
everyday,” Lohman said.
“Definitely big things to come for
Jessa Linford.”
Freshman Linford takes two-sport route
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Lady Griz forward Jessa Linford goes for a jump shot during practice Tuesday. Linford also competes in
high jump for track and field in the spring.
 
Somewhere between main-
stream media coverage of
University of Montana sports and
pure commentary lies
Grizzoulian.com.
UM sophomore Colin O’Keefe
launched the Grizzoulian, an
online blog, last spring in an effort
to represent the voice of a typical
Grizzlies fan.
“I’m a huge fan of Griz sports,”
said O’Keefe, a pre-journalism
major from Seattle.
The Web site serves as a portal
to other information, said
O’Keefe. On the blog, O’Keefe
links to Grizzlies news from news
sites such as the Missoulian and
the Montana Kaimin and then
offers his opinion on the informa-
tion provided.
Chris Lynn, a UM graduate who
operates the Griz fan Web site
eGriz.com, called the Grizzoulian
“pretty valuable.” 
“It’s nice to see a different per-
spective than what you see in the
newspapers and stuff,” Lynn said.
O’Keefe attempts to cover all
Griz sports, but he doesn’t hide
the fact he’s a basketball guy first
and foremost.
“Football probably doesn’t even
get as much recognition as basket-
ball on my blog,” he said.
“Because basketball’s always
been probably my favorite sport
here.”
O’Keefe watches all Griz men’s
home games from the same spot –
in the front row, just under the
basket in the student section –
cheering on the team and shouting
jeers with the rest of the rambunc-
tious students.
“I think that’s the way students
are; we’re a bunch of rowdy col-
lege kids,” he said. “At football
games we’re a bunch of drunk
rowdy college kids.”
Unlike mainstream sports
media, O’Keefe doesn’t worry
about a conflict of interest.
“I think blogs in general are
supposed to be really passionate. I
mean, if you go to a blogger’s site
they’re going to be slanted,” he
said. “It’s people. It’s a fan’s per-
spective. You’re supposed to be
slanted – not really slanted – I
think passionate is a better word.”
Despite these views, O’Keefe
still considers his blog a form of
journalism.
“I think blogging in general is
moving closer toward the public
conscience,” he said. “I think it
has almost become the new sports
radio. You get more information
quickly, and that’s where a lot of
critiques of athletes and things
like that come from.”
During hoops season, O’Keefe
updates his blog on a near-daily
basis. His posts range from
thoughtful and passionate to
sometimes scathing.
After the Grizzlies lost a close
game at home to Portland State on
Feb. 1, the headline for O’Keefe’s
recap of the game read: “We got
fucked!”
He was referring to a question-
able foul call in the game’s wan-
ing seconds on Griz forward
Jordan Hasquet. The foul put PSU
on the free throw line with a
chance to break a tie and, ulti-
mately, win the game.
“I got a call from my parents,
saying that’s not very profession-
al,” said O’Keefe, who has since
changed the header to a PG-13-
esgue “We got f***ed”. “I thought
it was the way most fans felt; I
was just irate. I couldn’t believe
that was the way it was decided.”
Ian Ruder, a fellow blogger, who
follows his alma mater Portland
State on OregonLive.com, found
O’Keefe’s post amusing.
“I think that really encapsulated
what a big game it was. It sounded
like it wasn’t a very good call,” he
said.
Ruder says he checks
Grizzoulian multiple times a day.
“It’s one of the few really updat-
ed Big Sky Conference blogs out
there,” he said. “I find his stuff
really enjoyable.”
O’Keefe compared his style to
that of ESPN.com’s Bill
Simmons: satirical and sarcastic.
“He tries to take a fan’s
approach,” O’Keefe said. “You
stay out of the locker room and
stuff like that.”
Readership of Grizzoulian.com
is modest, as O’Keefe said the
Web site receives approximately
100 page views per day – a num-
ber that can fluctuate on game
days or during the playoffs.
So who is reading the posts?
“You try to grab the diehards off
eGriz and stuff like that,” he said.
“People all over the country, just
trying to find out more about
where they went to school.”
Lynn, who said he doesn’t view
Grizzoulian as competition, said
the response he’s seen to the blog
has been very positive.
“From what I’ve read on my
site, everybody loves it,” he said.
“Any exposure for the University
of Montana is a good thing in my
book.”
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With first place in the Big Sky
Conference on the line, the
University of Montana men’s
basketball team will travel to
Ogden, Utah tonight for an
showdown with Weber State.
The Wildcats (17-10, 10-4
BSC) enter tonight’s game with a
one game lead over second place
Montana (14-11, 8-4 BSC) in the
conference standings.
On Jan. 20 in Missoula the
Griz outlasted the Wildcats 90-86
in overtime. Since that game,
both teams have won five of their
last six games. 
Tonight, the Griz are expected
to regain the services of junior
forward Andrew Strait. Strait,
whose averages of 15.6 points
and 6.2 rebounds lead Montana
in those respective categories,
practiced with the team on
Monday after missing UM’s pre-
vious two games with an illness.
“He’s going to play,” UM head
coach Wayne Tinkle said. “We’re
not sure what
capacity or for
how long, but
he’ll play.”
The Wildcats
are led offen-
sively by senior
forward David
Patten’s 14.1
points a game.
Montana and Weber State tip
off at 7 p.m. at the Dee Events
Center. The game can be heard
locally on KGVO 1290 AM.
- Kaimin Sports staff
As if being ranked first in the
Big Sky Conference isn’t enough,
now the University of Montana
women’s basketball team is on the
verge of breaking into the rank-
ings of the top 25 teams in the
nation.
The Associated Press and USA
Today polls both have Montana as
the 27th-ranked team in the nation
this week.
“It’s not anything we dwell on
much, but it’s nice to see that
we’re getting some recognition,”
UM head coach Robin Selvig
said.
Montana moved up two spots in
the Associated Press poll this
week but stayed stuck at No. 27 in
the USA Today poll for the sec-
ond-straight week. Montana won
games last week against
Sacramento State and Montana
State by an average of 21 points.
The AP poll is compiled of
votes by members of the media
while coaches of D-I basketball
programs produce the USA Today
poll. Montana was last ranked in a
national poll in 1994.
“I think that’s great for us. It’s
kind of a lot of pressure, but we
try not to look too much into that,”
UM sophomore forward Britney
Lohman said. “A lot of people
don’t give us the type of recogni-
tion that I think sometimes we
deserve, so it’s great to be recog-
nized as a nationally ranked
team.”
UM sophomore guard Mandy
Morales said she won’t even look
at the rankings until Montana wins
the Big Sky Conference. Montana
(22-2, 10-1 BSC) currently holds
a half a game lead over Weber
State for first place in the confer-
ence standings, with the Lady
Griz hosting the Wildcats on
Thursday night.
“Until we win the Big Sky, then
we’ll see what we can do in the
NCAAs,” Morales said. “First
we’ve got to win Big Sky — that’s
our main focus — and finishing
out these games in our regular sea-
son.”
Lohman agreed that the Lady
Griz don’t really pay attention to
the rankings.
“We’re just out here to play one
game at a time,” Lohman said. “If
we make it into the ranks, great,
but it’s not something that we
strive (for), but it’d be a great
accomplishment.”
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Lady Griz rank 27 in national polls 
Griz sports blog catches attention of fans
Montana Kaimin:
Will you play in our
wildest
fantasy... 
basketball game?
Montana
Kaimin:
We’re
Capricorn.
What’s
YOUR
sign?
Andrew Strait
Sports Brief
 
change, Christian said. Rather,
depoliticizing the board is.
“Heather’s fantastic, very
bright, very articulate, really
understands the issues,” Christian
said. She “is very much a partici-
pant,” he said. “She’s a full
regent.” 
The controversy comes in the
way – and for how long — gover-
nors appoint a student to the
board.
Current law, O’Loughlin said,
allows for an initial appointment
of one to four years. Gov. Brian
Schweitzer gave O’Loughlin an
18-month seat.
Her biggest accomplishment,
O’Loughlin said, is the proposed
budget currently in front of the
Legislature. If passed, it will
freeze tuition rates at their current
level for the next two years. 
“My priority was to keep the
tuition at a level Montanans can
afford,” O’Loughlin said.
Board chairwoman Lynn
Morrison-Hamilton said she felt
O’Loughlin’s experience during
her undergraduate years as both
vice president and business man-
ager of ASUM translated to her
effective participation on the
board. 
“Heather’s been a joy,” she said.
Christian agreed, noting
O’Loughlin’s “legal training has
really helped. She’s been really
involved.”
But now, with her term coming
to a close, O’Loughlin wants to
get the word out to other potential
student regents. The process of
selecting a replacement takes
months, so the time to apply is
now. 
Cedric Jacobson, ASUM’s vice
president, said they began adver-
tising this week for students inter-
ested in serving on the board.
“We live in a very big state,”
O’Loughlin said, and the “biggest
challenge is to keep in contact
with everyone, all students, from
Miles City to Missoula.”
O’Loughlin said the experience
is “intense” and “hectic” with a
steep learning curve, but it’s
worth it. The other board mem-
bers were very helpful,
O’Loughlin said. “I have so much
respect for every person on that
board,” she said. “I was pleased
with how well we worked togeth-
er.”
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LOST & FOUND
Items lost at Foresters' Ball are at the Forestry Office,
FOR 109
LOST: Set of Keys and hat in Uery on Monday. Keys
have red hook. Penny 680-8171
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
Need three credits?  Add MUS133L, History of Rock &
Roll.  This online class ROCKS!  And your flat spot
applies!  Register for CRN35133 today
Show you care. Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing…Call 243-4330
HAVE A SAVE VALENTINE'S DAY! Visit a CARE Rep in
your dorm.
HELP WANTED
SUMMER JOB. Join the enthusiastic housekeeping
team at Deep Creek Ranch along the Rocky Mountain
Front, 30 miles west of Choteau, May through August.
Call Freda McCarthy weekdays at (406) 466-3678, or
weekend/evenings at (406) 466-2462, with a summa-
ry of experience and 3 references. Or email her at
fmccarthy@yahoo.com. Room and board available. 
Disability Services for Students is hiring students to
work in our Auxiliary Aid pool.  This person would
serve as a reader, scribe, and work for students with
disabilities.  Please apply at
http://www.umt.edu/studentjobs/.
WORK ONLINE AT HOME. 23 people needed immedi-
ately. Earn PT/FT income Apply FREE online and get
started! 800-807-5176 www.wahusa.com Earn Ad
Code 9059
The $10 Internet Business. 7-Minute Movie Shows
How. Www.CrazyMarketingIdeas.com or call 1-800-
693-6897 Code: MLMSECRETS
P/T Help - 4 Days A Week. Light Housekeeping/ Meal
Prep/ Misc. Duties- Detail Oriented/ Responsible/
Honest- Flexible with schedule - Starting Salary $9 or
DEO. Call Joe at 532-9225
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
Clean private elementary school. Flexible after
school and weekend hours. Nice place to work. School
located near Good Food Store. Must be responsible,
dependable and a hard worker. Related work experi-
ence helpful. Please drop off resume in person at
Sussex School, 1800 S 2nd W. 
Web Page designer needed to create build resume-
web page / site, get domain name etc. Payment
based on  your time and work quality. 406-677-7373
home, 404-312-3747 cell, tgfuQua@hotmail.com
On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire. 
Looking for p/t help in marketing information on the
InterNet. Must be familiar with blogs, forums and
ezines. Judy@ArtichokePress.com
Help Wanted: Poker Dealer call Wendy 549-4368
SUSSEX SCHOOL AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM ASSISTANT:
Assist with after school program. Work/Play with
kids, K-6th grade. Great kids and work environment.
Hours 3-5:30 p.m. Drop off resume at 1800 S. 2nd
West. Or call 549-8327
Artistic Female Models Wanted, No experience neces-
sary. Weekend evenings, how's working in a team
environment. Hourly wage, good money ask for Jo
9am-3pm 728-9763
SERVICES
NEED A TUTOR? Students Tutoring has individual
tutors available in most courses for on $4.50 an hour!
You may even be eligible for FREE tutoring !! Contact
STS in the Lommasson center 276, or call 243-2294.
FREE WALK-IN TUTORING!!! We now have free wall-in
tutoring for CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, ECONOMICS, and
MATH 241. For a list of specific courses and tutoring
schedule visit www2.umt.edu/ucoll/sts.htm, or con-
tact the Students Tutoring Students office,
Lommasson 276, or call 243-2294.
Wild Fire Training 543-0013
FOR SALE
Topper for a Toyota Tacoma. Black. $150 OBO Call
John 570-5595
DJ System, amp, speakers, mixer, EQ, subwoofer,
lights, CD player, cables $1,400 396-6053
AUTOMOTIVE
1993 Ford Explorer Spot 2WD/4DR Loaded: AC, power
doors/windows, cruise GREAT condition 117,000 mile.
Call Shirley 829-6456 $3200
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
Small house, 2 blocks to U!  3 BR,  No pets/smoke.
$650 avail 3/1 or sooner, 214-4178
MISCELLANEOUS
Recapturing the 1st Century Church -
www.MontanaHouseChurches.com
ITS NOT TOO EARLY TO
START THINKING ABOUT
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!!
GLACIER RAFT COMPANY/GLACIER OUTDOOR CENTER
is looking for enthusiastic individuals to work during
the summer of 2007. Jobs are available in guiding,
retail, reservations, and trip sales. Work near Glacier
National Park. (800) 235-6781 alex@glacierraftco.com
LOVE STINKS
Do you have a worst date story? The MT Kaimin wants
to hear about it. Pease send  your disgusting, funny,
inappropriate story to the Kaimin. Prizes for best sto-
ries will be given Valentines Day Night at The
Broadway. Please send your story via email:
Kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu or bring in a copy to
Journalism Bldg. Rm. 206.  
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
REGENT
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